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So much is being said and done abrut electronic inusic now a days that y,cu may beinterested to have handl on experience in this field. To get yor riarteJ;;" is arr easyto makeproject.

This harmonium can generate 15 different notes of music (one at a time). lt has a pCB
with 1 | Parallet copper strips. Each strip corresponds to one note. So as you put tne prooJ on astrip , the instrument plays a corresponding note.

The heart of the circuit is a 555 timer lC. Here the lC is used as an oscillator (or,free
running multivibrator' as it is technically calied) which can produce square waves of different
frequencies. The frequency produced depend on the note selecteobythe probe. Aglanceat the
circuit diagram tells us thatwhen we put the probe on different stripg, we are effectiveiy 

"h"ngingthe resistance between pin 7 and pin 2 (and6) of 555. For convenience we may denote this
resistance by Rk.

Now let us have a look at a the functioning of 555 as an oscilliator. lf we assume that 555
has been given a 9 voit power supply across pini t and 8, it exhibits the following properties :

1. When voltage on pin 2 falls.below 3V,output at pin 3 is switched to +gV and pin 7
acts as open circuited. Any change in voltage level at pin Z will not cfrante the state of lC now.
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2. When voltage on pin 6 goes above 6V,pin 3 switches to 0V level & pin 7 acts as if it
has been short circuitedto ground. Anychange of pin 6will not clrange the state now.

ln our circuit, we have connected pins 2 qry 6 together. So if we assume that output at pin
3 is 9V, at a particular instant the combination of R1 anJ RK (R2 to R16) charges capacitor CB
and voltage across the capacitor keeps on increasing. When it becomes slighly moi" than
6V,pin 6 senses it and changes output voltage at pin 3 to 0V and pin Z startJac[ing as if it has
shorted.to the ground. So C3 starts discharging through RK. As soon as pin 2 senses that volt-
age across the capacitor is less than 3V, output is switched back to gV sothe cycle repeats itself.
]ftjl.waywe get squ3re waves at pin 3 since capacitor C3 charges and discharges thiough 

-

RK,the charge and discharge times can be varitis by changing iatuas iinr 
"nE 

in turn tnttre-querEy of square wave 
9an be changed The valuel of M-toh16 (which represent RK) have

been calculated to give the correct ratio within 2 per cent tolerance.

,For a sweet musical sound, it is required to have symmericat square wave (which is in highand lowstate forequal periods of time) Thus R1 is kept imallcompaied to RK in orderto
achieve.a nearly symmetrical waveform

The tyqg T speaker used is not critical,you can use almost any speaker. For a loud sound
use at least 1OCM speaker. You may solder resistors R2 to R16 direcgyon the pCB of XeVOoarO
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RESIST6RS : GAPAGITOR :

' R1 - 10K C1 10UF/16V
R2 - 82K C2 - .01UF
R3,RS - 6BK C3 - .002UF
R4,R10,R't2 33K
R6,R7 - 4TK SEMICONDUCTOR:
R8,R13,R1 4 ZZK lC1 - 555
R9 - .39K 51- S15- 2 PIN PUSH ON SWITCH
R11 - 18K 9V BATTERY SNAP
R15 - 12K SPEKER . 8E LS WT
R16 - 18oK
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VEGAKIT -. WIDEST RANGE OF DO . IT -YOUR SELF ELECTRONICS KITS .
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